Final Four

The Final Four is one of the nation’s most prized athletic events. This year as the NCAA gets ready to crown its new hoops champions, maximize the season by learning how to compete for Christ. Check out these hoops-inspired resources to help you get started!

Devotional

Where Is Your Treasure?

What is the treasure of your life? After March Madness, hopefully your treasure wasn’t in a perfect NCAA tournament bracket. But if, for example,...
Stick to the Plan

I love March Madness! I grew up playing basketball, continued through high school, and then cheered for my older brother throughout his college...

•

Devotional

Dancing

A Division I basketball school entered its conference tournament as the number eight seed, which meant a low probability of making it to the NCAA...

•

Devotional

Glass Slipper

The Madness is here for sure. This year's NCAA Tournament had its share of upsets and surprises, one of which was West Virginia’s advancement to...
Devotional

**March Madness**

Basketball in March? it's really good. I was thinking yesterday about what drives us to "madness" in March. I'll tell you the secret (hardly) ? it...

Article

**Heart of a Coach: Charlotte Smith**

Charlotte Smith’s illustrious collegiate playing career included a national championship, a Final Four Most Outstanding...


Article

**Following Her Leader**

A passionate pursuit of the Lord ultimately led Sue Semrau to Florida State and forever changed the course of the Seminole...

- 

Article

**Heart of a Coach: Bob Hoffman**

In his 25 years of coaching, Mercer University Men’s Basketball Coach Bob Hoffman has seen it all. From high school to the...
Devotional

**The Road Less Traveled (Integrity - Chapter 8)**

For Lorenzo Romar, integrity is one of the simplest concepts he’s ever learned—so simple, it only takes a brief, pondering pause followed by a...
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**STV Hot Seat: Teresa L. Phillips**

Teresa L. Phillips is a sports pioneer. A former Vanderbilt basketball player, Phillips spent time as the head women’s...
Wallpaper

Leah Rush
DEFEAT FOR THEM,
VICTORY
FOR YOU
AND BOTH
BECAUSE OF GOD."
PHILIPPIANS 1:28 (MSG)

SOPHIA YOUNG
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY

Wallpaper

Sophia Young

•
Game

**Sharks and Minnows**

Sharks and Minnows can be played outside or in a gym. In the gym, you can use the baseline and mid court line of the...